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SAMPLE SPEAKING TOPICS
THE SCRIPTURAL ROOTS OF CREATION JUSTICE

“Creation justice” may be a new term for some, but it is a concept deeply grounded in

Christian theology and practice. It captures both the depth of our interconnectedness

with everything and the necessity to partner with God in the healing and restoration of

all -- God’s Shalom. In this sermon/workshop I draw on the scriptures to tell the story

of creation justice in the Bible and how our communities can be partners with God in

the work of healing the world.

CLIMATE CRISIS: BIBLICAL AND MODERN PROPHETS

It is clear that the climate crisis is a problem of Old Testament proportions. The

Biblical prophets -- particularly Jeremiah, Amos, and Exekiel -- can help us

understand how to respond faithfully. In this sermon/workshop I draw connections

between the Biblical prophets, our modern creation crisis, and the ecological

prophets around us today.

HOSPITALITY IN A TIME OF CLIMATE CRISIS

As climate disasters devastate communities and force God's creation into exile, how is

the church to respond? In this sermon/workshop, I discuss how the climate crisis is an

invitation into deeper forms of hospitality. I share the roots of hospitality in the

Christian tradition, how it can be applied in the age of climate change, and stories of

Christian communities practicing climate hospitality.

Brigitte Schwartz

CREATION JUSTICE PREACHING BASED ON THE LECTIONARY TEXT

I am always available to preach a creation justice sermon based on any given

lectionary text. I have much experience preaching the lectionary and enjoy applying a

"creation hermeneutic" to scripture.

THE HOPE OF CREATION JUSTICE 

What does it mean to have hope in the midst of the creation crisis? In this sermon, I

draw on the writings of Peter and others to develop a theology and ethic of living

hope for our climate-changed world.


